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A

fter watching our friend, Aime Ontario Fraser, demonstrating
(with ease) most of the common power tools in our shops at
the last meeting, I thought I might encourage some of our
members to help enlist more females in the club. No - I'm not looking for a new love interest... Keron and I are happily married for twenty years now. I just feel it would be great to have even more talent in
our midst.
Why is it that us guys gravitate towards woodworking more than the
gals? Is it the "Tim Allen" syndrome? Do we feel more of a need for
the tools and their power? Surely we all share the reverence for wood
and the desire to create and design.
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USDA-Asian Longhorn Beetle

It is true that woodworking is inherently dangerous, and operating
some machinery does require a good deal of strength. This may discourage the ladies. However, with the safety features and large variety
of models and sizes today, woodworking should be accommodating
to all. The prominence of hand tools as an alternative to large power
tools is equally inviting to persons interested in the craft.
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I realize that many of us utilize the club's meetings and activities as a
"guy's night out." Some are even encouraged to leave the house on the
1st Wednesday of the month. I won't comment further on that. I
know my wife would never be interested in cutting dovetails. I've
asked. Yet, a good friend of mine asked me the other day if I would
make her some picture frames, and I encouraged her to learn to make
them herself. She will soon become a club member, and we're already
discussing project ideas for next years Show!

"The views expressed within are not necessarily
those of the Long Island Woodworkers' Club,
it's Board of Directors, or the editorial staff".

The Woodrack
Volume 16 Number 6

Next meeting:
Wednesday June 2nd 6 PM
Brush Barn, Smithtown
Note the early time.
Annual Picnic and
Awards Ceremony
Note the early start time.
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Mike Daum

IN MEMORIAM
This issue of The Woodrack sadly contains several obituaries:
Gabe Jaen has written a tribute to FRED GOLDBERG on page 5.
We wish to extend its condolences to Bob Urso and his family. Bob’s
mother, DOROTHY URSO, passed away May 8th, and our thoughts and
prayers go to his family.
TAGE FRID, renowned woodworker and teacher died May 5th. Frid
almost singlehandedly resurrected woodworking education in the United
States. His early contributions to Fine Woodworking, and his three legendary books, Tage Frid Teaches Woodworking (I have them, and years
later they are still current) brought back the fine art of cabinetmaking).
DR
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Editor’s Notes

Secretary’s
Report

Daryl Rosenblatt
Brian Hinteman

T

his month's meeting began at 7:37. Obviously
Mike Daum is running the show again and not
Bob Urso. Much of the delay was due to Rich
Falatico becoming ill, but I think we all see the pattern
here.) The late start did however leave me enough
time to get a second round of donuts. Our president
reminded club members to return overdue library
books to the club's library as soon as possible. After
Mike returned his own overdue books, he reminded us
of the hefty $5 per day per book fine strickly imposed
by the librarian.
Steve Costello announced 51 rockers had been given
to various charitable organizations and the 100 toy
gang club is in need of scrollers. Volunteers see Steve.
Bernie Hunt is organizing a hands-on spray workshop with Apollo HVLP. Any interested members
should contact Bernie. The easiest way to contact
Bernie is to go directly to the Hofstra University Arena
loading ramp where he is camped out for next year’s
show. Brian Monks is organizing a hands-on plane
building workshop with the guys from Shepard Tool
Company. Interested people should contact Brian
Monks via Rich Macrae's home phone where he is still
enjoying a beer in the sun on the back deck. Richard
Weil donated a "temporary" apple box wood suggestion box to the club. Mike ensured that it will hang
where all great suggestion boxes hang, bottomless over
the trash can. All suggestions are welcome. Beth
Deazely brought examples of simulated leaded glass
that a friend of hers made. He is available to commission custom pieces to incorporate in furniture.
The program committee spoke about the successes of
this year's show and the decision to host a show again
next year. The membership will decide at the picnic
important details of next years show, please attend to
show support for the show. The program committee
is also looking for volunteers to head committees for
next years show. The pay is nothing and the hours are
long and tedious but please keep in mind the club's
benefit from the show. Almost everything the club
does is funded in part by the show.
Louise Collura-Byrne brought friends of hers who
run a gallery in Southampton. Nick and Victoria have
generously offered to display the work of any club
continued on page 4

I

always want to make the forthcoming issue of The
Woodrack the best yet, and I feel the many contributions for this issue certainly puts this offer in contention. For everyone's consideration, we have:
Another in Steve Eckers basic woodworking tips
columns, filled with information of use to all members,
of all skill levels; Bernie Hunt reviewing a product for
table saws (with more reviews to come); Rich Macrae,
filling us in on how he, Leo Meilak and Bob Reimertz
worked on their dovetailing skills, while Brian Monks
worked on a tan; Strother Purdy, one of our show
judges (and one of the finest cabinetmakers in the
world), has graciously given us his views on how to
approach furniture design; Gabe Jaen has given us both
a quick tip on adjusting hand planes, and sadly, an obituary for Fred Goldberg; and John T. Dodd, of the
United States Department of Agriculture has asked we
print an article on the Asian Longhorn Beetle, and the
dangers it poses to the wood industry in the United
States.
From the publicity the show has garnered, the Astragal
Press has asked me to review a new book they are releasing, Tales From the Blue Ox. Look for that in an upcoming issue.
I always enjoy putting together issues that contain reams
of words by you, the membership. Since I am a greedy
editor by nature, I am not satisfied with what I have, and
want more: More tool reviews, more product reviews,
more book reviews, more everything.
Did anyone buy anything at the show they think the
members will find interesting or useful? Let me know,
we would all love to hear about it. Has anyone gone to a
woodworking class, or to an antique show, or a garage
sale, and gotten something old or new?
One thing that would be especially useful to the members is any information on dust collection systems.
There seems to be a lot of mixed information out there,
so I would like to put together a series of articles on
what has, and what has not worked in members' shops.
So when you see me at the monthly meetings with that
look in my eye trying to pin you down for an article,
don't run away. You can run, but you can't hide.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Notes From the
Programming Committee

Show Biz
Mike Daum

Bob Urso
JUNE 2ND

Annual Picnic at the Barn. Starting time 6 PM.

A

s Owen Brady eloquently puts it, " Our Show is like
the club's Prom." At the May meeting, many topics
Round Robin - New presenters needed
JULY 7TH
arose while discussing the Show. Unfortunately, time
Monthly meeting
AUGUST 4TH
just doesn't allow in-depth dialogues at the meetings. However,
we do now have a suggestion box, cleverly crafted by Rich Weil.
SEPTEMBER 1ST Monthly meeting
My suggestion would be to jot down your comments and quesNOVEMBER 19,20 AND 21 2004. Friday –Sunday Seminar presented by tions regarding the past and future Show on a piece of paper
Marc Adams of the Marc Adams School. Topics to be to bring to the June picnic. The start of the meeting will be a
determined, let us know what you would like to see. discussion of the plans for next year's Show, yet I again fear that
time will not allow every voice to be heard. Therefore, if your
In Memoriam - Fred Goldberg
notes are on paper and you haven't had your chance to speak,
Gabe Jaen
simply drop the notes in the box and the Show committee can
n Sunday April 4, 2004, I had the sad experience and address them at their next gathering. If you cannot attend the
yet heart warming feeling attending the memorial for meetings, mail a letter to me using the address on the last page
fellow member Fred Goldberg. For those of you who of the Woodrack.

O

can't place the name, he's the one who was wearing the TamO-Shanter hat at the meetings these last few months. He was
short, about five feet four inches, but when I heard the eulogies
given by his friends, children and wife, you realize he was a
giant. He belonged to several organizations like the Men's Club,
the Round Table, a Bridge club and our club, among many others. He was, by all who knew him, an intellectual, and auto
mechanic a woodworker, a teacher, a partier, a gardener and a
fighter.
Some time ago I had visited with Fred at his home to do a profile on him. He showed me various things he had made, and a
well equipped shop. We shared a cup of coffee in his atrium off
the kitchen, then off to see the backyard. I can remember saying to myself as he showed me two secluded wooded areas with
a bench, "What a place to meditate." This was Fred, as his
cousin said "A renaissance man".
The funeral home, for the number of friends and relatives
there, was far too small; any place would have been so knowing
how popular he was. There was warmth and deep felt sorrow
for this man, and very few dry eyes. I left knowing at least three
loves he had, although others who knew him longer probably
have a longer list. The three I came away with were his family,
his woodworking and his garden. Why these three? I could tell
by the love his wife and children had for him. His wife said
when she met him it was as though he was on a magic carpet
and he just took her on this beautiful ride. His wife and son
asked me to complete a clock he wanted so much to make. Fred
wanted to be cremated and have his ashes spread around his
beloved garden.
A display of his projects was placed in the exhibit area of the
show, with the kind permission of Fred's wife. Donations to
the Pancreatic Cancer Society in Fred's name would be appreciated.
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The alternative to this action would be to join the Show committee! You may have heard we need more sound minds and
bodies - well...bodies at least - to make the Show operations
work for next year. Some will only be needed just prior to, or
on the days of the Show, while others need to be involved in
all of the intricate planning that starts now. Having immersed
myself in the task over the past years, I can attest that we have
a great time preparing for the event. Show committee meetings
will normally be scheduled once a month in the evening. We
will have a sign-up sheet available at the picnic for new recruits.
Please keep in mind that without the evidence of extra support
from our members, we just may have had our last dance.
Secretary’s Report from page 3

members for exhibit or sale. Contact Bill or Louise
for information.
Woodpecker Lumber, a new hardwood yard, is opening on Middle Country Road. The owner is a club
member. They are across from the Volvo dealer in
Smithtown.
The new members this month were: Richard
Reinfrank, John Culliton, Jeffery Barnes, David Arciere,
Rachel Bush, Walter Alexovitz, George Rupp, John
Neugebauer, Antonio Roldan, Jonathan Candito, Ken
Gewant, Bob & Kim Barone (yes, Robert Barone), Robert
Coles, Dave Schichtel, John Udisky, Donald Costleigh,
Robert Giffen, Eduardo Hernandez, Jeremy Cotty, W.
Powell, Robert Sulzer and Dan Denery. Welcome all.
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Bent Nails and Splinters
Steve Eckers

on the end of a dowel and 1001 other uses. In an emergency, it even makes a good scraper for getting into tight
spots.

Do you have to plane a very small piece of wood?
Carefully clamp your plane upside-down in a vice and use
it like an non-powered jointer. You can even use a small
Be sure to have a telephone in your shop. Set the speed push-stick to keep your fingers away from the blade.
dialer for 911, the fire department and/or the ambulance
corps. This way, in an emergency, you won’t have to Do you need a glue pot for keeping hide glue warm? A
think about remembering numbers.
baby bottle warmer does the trick. It won’t overheat and
When you go to our woodworking show, get a business
card from the dealers you talk to. When you need items
for your shop, patronize these dealers. Let them know
that you saw them at the show and you are a club member. It helps to keep our club name in their memory and
they may offer a special price or discount or extra service
to you.

burn the glue.
A Drill size gauge is handy for determining the diameter
of dowels. Most dowels made today are a smaller diameter than they are marked.

After you install a new blade on your bandsaw and have
it properly adjusted, raise the blade guide about one inches, turn on the power and being VERY careful, take a
Keep a small magnifying glass near you when laying out small sharpening stone and slightly round off the back
a pattern. It makes those small lines on the ruler easier edge of the blade. It will make it easier to back out of
to read.
cuts and will not effect the cutting edge.
If you have a computer inside your shop, try to keep it as
far away from dust producing machines as possible.
When your monitor screen (glass screen) gets covered
with fine dust, use a ‘Kling-free laundry sheet’ to wipe
the screen. It contains an anti-static chemical and is soft
enough that it will not scratch the screen. Warning... DO
NOT use it on the LCD screens. They are too delicate
for this process. These sheets are also great on the lenses of your safety glasses.
Did you accidentally hit your project with a hammer and
leave a small indentation? Set a clothes iron for ‘cotton.’
Place a double layer of wet paper towel over the ‘ding’
and press with the iron. The steam will raise the crushed
wood. This will not help for major damage but it will
work on minor dings and dents. You will have to re-sand
the area and wait overnight for all moisture to evaporate
from the wood before staining or finishing it.
A wheeled golf bag makes a great holder for pipe
clamps. The outside pockets are great for holding couplings and jaw pads.
Single edge razor blades are always useful around the
shop. Get a ‘box-cutter’ handle for them. It’s great for
cutting paper patterns, slicing veneer, making a chamfer

When a bandsaw blade breaks, check the break area.
Many times, the weld will ‘let go’ even though the blade
is sharp. It can be easily re-welded and used for many
more cuts.

Quick Tip
Gabe Jaen

I'd like to pass on a nice technique that I picked up at the
Lie Nielsen booth during the Show. It deals with the lateral placement of the iron in your hand plane prior to
planing. Get a piece of wood about 1/4 x 1 1/2 x 6 inches and either place it in a vise so that the 1/4 x 6 inches
edge is available or place it against an endstop on its edge
and firmly held in place.
Adjust your iron as best you can using the lever then
place the plane on the wood such that the extreme left
edge of the iron will cut a narrow ribbon of a shaving.
Do the same using the extreme right edge of the iron
cutting a narrow shaving. Compare the thickness of the
two shavings and adjust the iron with the lever accordingly.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Good Furniture Design
Strother Purdy

D

How we all wish we could build better than we know.
Our haste, compromises and mistakes conspire to make
each piece less than we hoped. At the same time, each
piece adds to our store of knowledge, and improves our
work on the next; or so we hope. Too often we learn only
until we achieve what most appreciate. The cans of
Watco in my shop testify to my arrested development in
my finishing skills.
Yet, even beginners with very little experience make
beautiful and useful objects to a limited extent. All masters were once beginners, so it can't be impossible. All of
us identify beautiful furniture. All of us can imagine
making it. So how to set the dream that hardens into
deed? Try, try again is of course the simplest answer,
each time learning something new.
Great pieces begin and end with design-design as an aesthetic consideration and as a practical one. In other
words: is it beautiful and will it last? It can be gorgeous,
but if the drawers stick it will frustrate your spouse to no
end. On the other hand, if it's butt-ugly, it will make its
way shortly to a garage sale.

Photo from Strother Purdy’s website

o we build better than we know? Of course not.
Making great furniture involves a huge range of
skills; knowledge of materials; hand-tool discipline; basic engineering; the chemistry of finishing; a
design sense; knowledge of furniture history; a facility
for problem solving and so on. As far as we can master
and coordinate each skill is as well as we build. Mastering
each is a lifetime's pursuit.

The table Strother displayed at the show. It is his Art
Nouveau Writing Desk Blister figure Swiss pearwood. The
top has a leather writing surface. The drawers are curly
ambrosia maple and lined with Italian leather. The hardware
is blown glass with electroformed copper fittings by
Timothy Hochstetter

intention of the maker. We never aim to create mistakesbe they poorly fitted joiner, fisheyes in a finish or squat
table legs. Perfection-the straight line, the flat surface and
the perfect patterns that are only partial in nature-indicates the presence of the hand of man, in absolute control of his materials: Triumphant over chaos and chance,
able to express his existence without compromise, pure
in theory, not adulterated by the compromises of reality,
building as bet as anyone knows. Great pieces of furniture are those that attain some of this type of perfection,
revealing few of those compromises spoken of in their
conception and construction, whether the chairs are stick
or Chippendale.

Good design is a concept like shifting smoke, so difficult
to know and harder to implement. Design tests both our
store of knowledge and our taste. What proof do we
really have that a mortise and tenon joint is stronger or
better than a biscuit? "I like it," and, "I don't like it,"
come to our lips with great ease, though an explanation
is a Sisyphean task. We often don't much understand our
design preferences; we just have them.

Yet, a small turned bowl may reveal no compromises, but
is not great. The level and type of achievement is also key
to great furniture. Simple rarely offends, but only complexity can inspire, thrill, engage and entertain our eye
and capture our imagination-in other words to achieve
true beauty (There is a simplicity that is great, but only
when achieved as distilled complexity. This can be found
in some Shaker designs). For lack of a better term, it is
the achievement of created harmonious complexity that
Therein lies the main key to good design: the successful makes for great art, not least furniture.
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Aime Ontario Fraser:
Dimensioning Lumber
Daryl Rosenblatt

A

ime Ontario Fraser, author of several books (one
about to be released) has visited the club before.
As with her prior visit (on painting wood), this
seminar was on one of
the more "mundane" 1
tasks we as woodworkers face, and usually
take for granted. Just
like her last visit
thought, Aime has
managed to combine a
tremendous ability to
speak and teach publicly while revisiting an
old topic and making it
fresh.
This visit was on
dimensioning
and
squaring lumber. New
to some members, old
hat (so they thought) to
old members, Aime
demonstrated the steps
she takes in taking
rough lumber and
dimensioning it to
bring the wood to the
vital steps of flat and
square.
I'm not going to give a
blow by blow description of what she did
(for that see the movies
Barry Dutchen will be
preparing on the website); but I do want to
mention a few of the
techniques she did
demonstrate.

axis as possible and practical.
JOINTER: When face jointing a board, spit on your hands a
bit to make them sticky (a technique she admits she
learned from Ian Kirby). This will help pull and push the
board through the cutterhead. Also, once the board is
engaged in the cutter head, you are better off concentrating your pressure on the outfeed table. This also holds for
edge jointing.

2

3

4
1. Pick your lumber with care.
The grain in the middle of this
board is wild, and should not be
used if possible.
2. The wood closed up on the
splitter. NEVER remove it while
ripping.
3/4. The outfeed table is the
important reference edge (as is
the fence)

Tools used: Jointer; thickness planer; tablesaw; chop saw.
WOOD: Plan what you are going to do before making your
first cut. Keep the grain as long and straight in the long

CHOP SAW: Make sure
the ends of the board
are fully supported
and be careful! The
spinning blade can be
very dangerous of
the board is not flat
against the table and
fully
registered
against the fence
(which will always be
true of non dimensioned lumber).
TABLE SAW: Never rip
wood without a splitter. The table saw did
bind up in Aime's
demonstration. The
cut closed ON the
splitter. Without it,
the wood would have
closed on the blade,
causing a large maple
plank to kick back at
dangerous speeds.

Aime managed to
fully dimension a
maple board under
difficult conditions,
in the barn, using
tools she was not
familiar with in under
an hour, talking, and
answering questions
along
the
way.
Photos by Jim Macallum
Obviously other tools
could be used (such as a bandsaw and radial arm saw,
which are safer tools, as Aime pointed out), but clearly this
necessary step in woodworking, with a little practice, can
be easily mastered.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Dovetails Anyone?
or A place in The Sun
Rich Macrae

I

am reminded of the rural newspapers from my days
in Wyoming, when the headlines from the small
town local gossip column would pronounce to the
locals, "Billy Bob had tea with Miss Jessie Lee Trumbull."
The article would go on to illuminate what Miss Jessie
wore for the event and what fine delicacies were served.
Well have no fear I not going into that kind of detail here
but I would be remiss on not commenting how nice
Brian Monks looks in taffeta…

cussing my shortcomings till after midnight. We started
out by laying out and cutting the tails first for some
"through dovetails" and scribing the pins from those.
Others cut the pins first, but I find the former works better for me, and heck it's my sandbox! We went over a few
little tricks to try to insure some consistent accuracy and
when that doesn't work, how to fix mistakes, which by
the way is the greatest teacher we are most likely to learn
from.

We used or discussed an assortment of tools to show
various ways one might go about this endeavor of wasting material between the pins, coping saws, chisels,
routers, to name a few. Chisels are usually a good option;
however, we had to gently remind Bob that you must
There was an event of sorts, a gathering if you, at my sharpen your chisels before use, especially after you drop
shop with some fellow clubbers to explore the vagaries them on the concrete. I say gently reminded, he’s a big
of hand cut dovetails. In full attendance
guy. We then cut some half-blind dovetails
were Leo Meilak and Bob Reimertz,
for a flush mounted drawer, all the while
somewhat present was Brian Monks. I say
the questions are flying, most having
somewhat, because since it was such a
nothing to do with cutting dovetails but
beautiful day outside, Brian decided to
rather covering the full range woodworkwork on his tan rather than his wooding in general, and where in the heck did
working skills (Exhibit A). The session
Monks go to??
began around 10:30, it was supposed to
earlier but a couple fellows (unnamed)
The answer to the last question was
decided to go by way of Riverhead to get
answered quickly, when we found out
to my house in Greenlawn, which normalthat Mr. Monks had taken up residency in
ly would not be a problem unless you live
one of my adirondack chairs which was
in Hauppauge. Kevin Morgan was going
positioned quite nicely, taking full advanto come, but I never saw him, rumor has
tage of the bright rays of the sun; the arm
it that he is still looking for Greenlawn.
rest perfectly sized to hold his favorite
Too bad he wasn't there though because,
beverage in brown glass.
but he probably got the most grief seeing
as he wasn't there to defend himself.
We did mange to successfully cut both
types of dovetails (through and half
Anyways the lively banter started right away as we toured blind), after a time and they actually fit reasonably well. I
the small confines that is my shop and surveyed the will admit that this is where the technique of hiding little
inventory of tools at hand. Bob lamented about the size mistakes was helpful, but generally we were successful.
of my table saw and was sure that it was a prop and that
the real tool had to be some behemoth located in anoth- After a couple of hours of hard work we decided that
er area of the shop. It is true, I must confess I only have maybe Brian had the right idea and we retired to the deck
a 9" contractors saw. While it maybe argued that size to claim our own places in the sun. All in all I think a
does matter, I have managed with this little tool for over good time was had by all, most certainly by yours truly. It
twenty years and it has served me nobly. The same was is always enjoyable sharing ideas with friends who share
said about my bandsaw, while certainly less grand than its the same passion, who want to improve and expand their
24" counterpart, its heritage is well established, and it too knowledge. We all learn from that and are better woodhas served me well.
workers as a result.
I called the meeting to somewhat order, lest we be disLONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Product Review
Bernie Hunt

N

used a piece of ½" MDF and the plastic alignment jig to
set the drilling holes in the exact location recommended
in the instructions. It was as simple as cutting the piece
of MDF to the size specified and then screwing the
drilling jig to the MDF, aligning it with the blade. Now
you drill three holes in the bushings and you are set. Very
simple to install.

ow that the show is over, I can get back to
spending my spare time in the shop and get to Picture 2 shows the splitter in place and ready to use.
some things that have been piling up. One of Simple, yet effective.
those is to try out the MJ Splitter.
I like the cut I get on my table saw with a zero clearance
insert plate, but having experienced kick back once, I'm
always nervous about not having a splitter. I know there
are some neat riving knives and pop up splitters available,
but at over $100, the price is out of hand. In steps Micro
Jig. A while back, when we were all at Frank Klausz's
shop, he recommend the new concept in push sticks
called a GRR-Ripper, from a new company called Micro
Jig. I purchase a couple of the GRR-Rippers and have
found them to be invaluable! (Maybe one day I'll do a
product review on them also.)

The MJ Splitter offers another advantage in kick back
reduction. The kit comes with actually two splitter pieces.
Either splitter and be installed in either direction. Each
side of the splitter pieces are marked, " ", "+", "++" and
"+++". This indicates the amount of offset in the split ter, from zero to three thousandths. This offset is
between the splitter and the fence. It creates a feather
board effect on the back side of the blade, keeping your
cut piece away from the back of the blade. Nifty idea!
The splitter is also re-useable on your new zero clearance
place, once you've worn one out. It does not work with
the blade beveled or dado blades, but it is easily removed
and replaced as needed.
The only negative thing I found about it is that the
included drill bit was not straight. No big deal. Any
woodworker with out a set of drill bits should turn in his
table saw and take up knitting.
All in all I give this product a strong review. It great,
effective and inexpensive. I recommend it 100%. To find
out more about the product, go to Micro Jig's web site at
www.microjig.com.

picture 1
While recently perusing Micro Jig's web site, www.micr
jig.com, I found they have a new product called a MJ
Splitter. It's a simple but effective splitter solution for
your zero clearance insert plate. At $14.95 the price is
right! I ordered a couple of them right away and then the
show came up. This leaves us up to today.
The MJ Splitter comes in a small kit of parts. Obviously
the splitter is included, and also an alignment jig to help
in installing the splitter. In picture 1, you can see I've

picture 2

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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An Update from the USDA
John T. Dodd, USDA-APHIS Legislative and Public Affairs

ASIAN LONGHORNED BEETLE PROGRAM
UPDATE STORY

T

he United States is winning the war to eradicate
the Asian longhorned beetle from the country,
due to the ongoing efforts by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Asian Longhorned Beetle
Cooperative Eradication Program. Because of this program, a quarantine was
recently lifted from two
areas in Illinois after intensive survey and inspections
revealed that an ALB threat
no longer exists there.

this devastating pest is known to exist in Europe and was
recently discovered, in September 2003, near Toronto,
Canada.
The ALB, native to China, is a voracious pest of our
nation's deciduous hardwood forests and urban landscape. It deposits its eggs into healthy hardwood trees;
after hatching, the developing ALB feeds on living tree
tissue during the larval stage. Later, throughout the summer, adult beetles emerge from exit holes and briefly
feed on the small twigs of host trees. To fight this
destructive pest, agriculture officials have removed and
destroyed more than 8,900
infested trees in New York,
New Jersey and Illinois and
replaced them with more than
7,570 non-host trees.

The ALB attacks many different hardwood trees including:
all species of maple, birch,
horsechestnut, poplar, willow,
elm, ash, mimosa, (silk tree)
hackberry, London plane,
sycamore and mountain ash.
According to the U.S. Forest
Service, 35 percent of the
canopy cover in urban areas
throughout North America
could be at risk to an infestation by the ALB. This is
approximately 1.2 billion susceptible host trees.
In October 2002, the president of a New Jersey based Potentially, this could add up to $669 billion in losses if
graphics design group, spotted the ALB flying onto a the ALB were to reach the urban and suburban forests of
tree in Jersey City, N.J. This discovery marked the first North America.
time since 1998 that the invasive exotic pest had been
discovered outside the quarantined regions of Illinois USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, U.S.
and New York.
Forest Service and the U.S. Department of the Interior's
Bureau of Land Management officials are working with
In the past decade Asian longhorned beetles has been state and local governments to find methods to eradicate
found inside warehouses in: Hawthorne, Los Angeles, the ALB from the infested areas of New York, New
and South Gate, Calf.; Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Martin Jersey and Illinois.
Grove, Ill.; Indianapolis and Porter counties, Ind.;
Lansing and Warren, Mich.; Linden, N.J.; Jamestown and One method currently in use is the treatment of suscepRochester, N.Y.; Charlotte, N.C.; Cincinnati, Ohio, tible trees within the infested areas of New York, New
Lycoming County and Sinking Springs, Penn.; Jersey and Illinois with the insecticide imidacloprid,
Charleston, S.C.; Bellingham and Seattle, Wash.; Sauk which has displayed promising results.
County, Wis.; and most recently in Houston, Texas, and
Mobile, Ala.
Trees are treated and monitored by project officials and
administered, as appropriate, by either injecting the
The ALB is not limited to attacking the United States; insecticide into the tree through small capsules placed at
Numerous sightings of the
ALB have been reported
since its initial discovery in
the Greenpoint neighborhood of Brooklyn, N.Y., in
August 1996.
The ALB
was spotted in Chicago in
July 1998, by a city parks
employee who stopped to
pick up cut wood from a
friend's house in the Ravenswood neighborhood.
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Illinois. Movement of these articles can unintentionally
increase the speed or spread of an infestation. Articles
include firewood (all hardwood species), green lumber
and other wood materials living, dead, cut or fallen,
including nursery stock, logs, stumps, roots, branches
and debris of half an inch or more in diameter of many
common urban and forest trees.
The Asian Longhorned Beetle Cooperative Eradication
Program, comprised of USDA Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service, U.S. Forest Service, USDA
Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of the
Interior's Bureau of Land Management, New York State
Department of Agriculture and Markets, New York
Department of Environmental Conservation, New York
City Department of Parks and Recreation, Illinois
Department of Agriculture, Chicago Department of
Streets and Sanitation, Chicago Bureau of Forestry, New
Jersey Department of Agriculture and the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection, together with
local residents are working diligently to halt the spread of
this devastating pest.

the base of the tree or by injecting the insecticide into
the soil surrounding the tree. The insecticide is dispersed
throughout the tree through its vascular system. This
enables the insecticide to reach Asian longhorned beetle
adults as they feed on small twigs and the larvae as they
feed beneath the bark of host trees. Imidacloprid is currently used in some store-bought lawn and garden products, in some domestic pet treatments to kill fleas and by
The war to eradicate ALB from the United States is
some lawn service companies to kill lawn grubs.
being won, but it's not over. In order to be completely
USDA's APHIS officials are optimistic that using imida- successful, the ALB eradication efforts must have the
cloprid will decrease beetle populations and future tree cooperation of everyone. You can assist in eradicating
loss but advise that, if a tree is found to be infested, it ALB from the United States by looking for this destrucwill be removed regardless of treatment. The goal must tive beetle, which is about 1 to 1.5 inches long, has a
be to eradicate this highly destructive insect from the shiny jet black body with distinctive white spots and long
antennae that are banded with black and white, and
United States.
report any sighting. To report a sighting of the ALB,
Inspectors continue to use innovative methods to con- please call toll free (866) 265-0301 in New York; (866)
duct ALB surveys. Trained professionals perform aerial 233-8531 in New Jersey; (800) 641-3934 in Illinois.
tree inspections using bucket trucks and U. S. Forest
Service and U.S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of For more information, visit the APHIS Web site at
Land Management smokejumpers (forest firefighters) to www.aphis.usda.gov and click on Asian longhorned beeclimb trees in difficult areas. Ground observations tle under "More Hot Issues."
involve the participation of many interest groups and
organizations; however, anyone with a keen eye and a set
of binoculars can contribute to this effort.
Through the intensive survey process, any tree discovered to be infested, will be cut down and removed. The
U.S. Forest Service, working with Sate and local governments, are reforesting communities where the ALB has
forced authorities to cut down trees. Trees that are not
susceptible to the ALB are being used for replanting.
Residents are asked not to move USDA regulated articles
out of the quarantine areas in New York, New Jersey and
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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The Marketplace
Delta Unisaw - 3 HP model with 50”
Unifence and UniT Fence add on;
Biesmeyer Guard with dust pickup;
Accumiter Gauge; Woodhaven Router
Fence, Three Amana Blades
$2400
Five 24 x 72 infrared ceiling heating panels complete with thermostat/switch,
prewired for 220 V. Designed for a lay-in
ceiling or can be mounted to any ceiling.
$150
Primus Jointer plane
$125
Daryl Rosenblatt DarylRos@AOL.com
(516) 627-0647
Performax 25 x 2 Dual Drum Sander with
Power Feed; 5 HP 220
V Leeson Motor. Machine has “low
mileage” Asking
$2,000 firm
Bob Urso (631) 724-4625 or through
the club website
12" Sear's bandsaw, good condition
$175
14" Reliance Bandsaw, good condition.
$225

10" Ryobi Tablesaw, good condition
Charlie Morehouse at 631-271-7251
Craftsman 12" band saw
Craftsman drill press
Delta 12" planer
Grizzly 8" jointer
Air compressor and nail guns
Craftsman 10" Radial saw
Delta Wood lathe *
Delta Contractors saw 10"*
Craftsman Jig saw(give away)
Router table/ with Porter Cable
Sthil chain saw
Wood chipper
Robert Rudd (631) 261-0371
rrudd@suffolk.lib.ny.us
Craftsman 12” Bandsaw in good condition
$125
Neal Fergenson (516) 796-9052
12” Walker Turner bandsaw, with rip fence
and stand, plus 19 extra blades. Old but in
very good condition.
Arthur Schryver (631) 757-0024

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB

4 Pam Court
South Setauket, NY 11720
First Class Mail

-Dust Collector: Murphy-Rodgers, MRT-4,
1,200 CFM @ free air,
400 CFM @ 9" H2O, 1 HP TEFC motor,
115/230V, w/contactor controlled, 1micron
AFF bag, cyclone lid w/garb pail, 30 Gal
drum. 4" fittings + some flex hose, extra
10 micron bags.
$ 200
-Pneumatic Stapler, Senco, SNS-40, 7/16"
Crown Staples, usedfor 400staples, with
9,500+ staples (1-1/2").
$150
-Bandsaw, Delta 14", with new 1-1/2 HP
TEFC motor, riser block, bearings,cool
blocks (2 new sets), speed tensioning
knob & new tensioning spring,assorted
new blades + carbide blade, open stand
has storage cabinet built
in.
$ 400
-Delta Bandsaw riser block set, unused,
$75
jekearney@earthlink.net (New Hyde
Park)
HELP WANTED: Lumber Man at Roberts
Plywood
Scott Roberts (631) 586-7700

